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Recent progress in black hole research is illustrated by three examples. We discuss the observational challenges that were met to show
that a supermassive black hole exists at the center of our galaxy. Stellar-size black holes have been studied in x-ray binaries and
microquasars. Finally, numerical simulations have become possible for the merger of black hole binaries.
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original Keck proper motion sample (1), accelerations of 2–5
milliarseconds兾yr2, or equivalently 3–6 ⫻ 10⫺6 km兾sec2, are now
detected for three stars, S0–1, S0–2, and S0–4 (4). These three
stars are independently distinguished in this sample as being
among the fastest moving stars (v ⫽ 565 to 1,383 km兾sec) and
among the closest to the nominal position of Sgr A* (⬍r⬎ ⫽
0.003 to 0.015 parsec). Acceleration vectors, in principle, are
more precise tools than velocity vectors for studying the properties of the central dark mass. These acceleration measurements
improve the localization of our Galaxy’s dynamical center by a
factor of 3, which is critical for reliably associating any nearinfrared source with the black hole, given the complexity of the
region. In addition, these acceleration measurements increase
the minimum mass density inferred by a factor of 8 over previous
results, thereby strengthening the case for a black hole.
X-Ray Binaries and Microquasars. In contrast to the need for

measuring dozens of stars to determine the mass of the black
hole in the Galactic Center, that of black holes in x-ray binary
systems can be deduced either from optical兾IR measurements of
just one star, namely the companion of the stellar-mass black
hole, or from x-ray observations of the binary. In x-ray binaries,
a black hole of typically 3–10 solar masses and a normal star
(1–30 solar masses) orbit each other. Matter is pulled off the
companion star and, because of its angular momentum, is
forming an accretion disk as it moves toward the black hole.
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ACADEMY

The Galaxy’s Central Supermassive Black Hole. Recent highresolution imaging studies of stars at the center of our Galaxy
have produced strong dynamical evidence for a central concentration of dark matter, establishing the Milky Way as the most
convincing case of a galaxy containing a central supermassive
black hole (1, 2). In those experiments, images obtained over 2–6
years at the Keck telescope (1) and European Southern Observatory’s New Technology Telescope (2) provided measurements
of the stars’ velocities in the plane of the sky, from which a
statistical analysis revealed the existence of 2⫺3 ⫻ 106 solar
masses of dark matter contained within a radius of 0.015 parsec
(1 parsec ⫽ 3.09 ⫻ 1016 m), or 2.6 light weeks. At this meeting,
new results from the Keck telescope were reported. With this
new data set, which triples the number of maps obtained and
doubles the time baseline for the Keck experiment, the velocity
uncertainties are reduced by a factor of 3 compared with the
earlier Keck work (1), primarily as a result of the increased time
baseline and, in the central square arcsecond, by a factor of
6 compared with ref. 2, due to the higher angular resolution (0.⬙05
vs. 0.⬙15). In addition to simply increasing the time baseline for
velocity measurements, the new measurements have advanced
this experiment in two significant ways: (i) the first Keck adaptive
optics (AO) images of the galactic center have been obtained
(Fig. 1), allowing a more complete census of stars in this region
to be obtained (3), and (ii) the first measurements of stellar
accelerations in this field have now been achieved (4).
With longer integration times, AO should probe a yet larger
sample of fainter stars, place stringent limits on Sgr A*, and
explore the possibility of a gravitational lensing experiment (5).
For the time being, the AO map has increased the number of
stars in the proper motion study (3). With relative positional
accuracies of ⬇3 milliarcseconds, the motions of stars are now
fit with a second-order polynomial as opposed to a simple linear
fit, which was done in earlier work. Among the 90 stars in the

Fig. 1. A ⬇3⬙ ⫻ 3⬙ region showing the Sgr A* cluster (the faint stars located
just to the right of the center of the field of view). Both images were taken in
May 1999 at 2.2 m (K-band); however, the image on the left was produced
by shift-and-adding Keck I speckle data, and the image on the right was
obtained with the new Keck II adaptive optics system. The adaptive optics
image represents a large improvement.

FROM THE

lack holes are a striking example of a prediction of Einstein’s
theory of gravity, general relativity. Although it took many
decades before the physical concept of a black hole was fully
understood and widely accepted, recent years have seen rapid
advances on both the observational and theoretical side, which
we want to illustrate in this brief note with three examples. Black
holes have become an astrophysical reality. Solid observational
evidence exists for black holes in two mass ranges. Supermassive
black holes of 106-109 solar masses have been observed at the
centers of many galaxies, and here we discuss the observational
challenges that were met to show that there exists a black hole
at the center of our own galaxy. Stellar-size black holes of about
3–20 solar masses have been studied in x-ray binaries and
microquasars. Finally, numerical simulations have become possible for the merger of black hole binaries.

Before finally falling into the black hole, the matter heats up to
several million degrees at the inner part of the disk and emits
luminous x-ray radiation. Because the whole accretion process is
highly variable, numerous such black hole binaries have been
found over the last decade, thanks to x-ray detectors on satellites,
such as Compton Gamma-Ray Observatory and Rossi X-Ray
Timing Explorer, constantly monitoring the whole sky.
Although optical兾IR spectroscopic measurements of the velocity
of the companion star can readily determine the mass of the black
hole, x-ray measurements promise to be a sharper and even more
flexible diagnostic tool as they reach down to the inner edge of the
accretion disk at a few Schwarzschild radii of the black hole. High
time-resolution observations of black hole binaries have revealed
quasiperiodic oscillations in x-ray emission at a stable minimum
period, e.g., at 67 Hz for GRS 1915 ⫹ 105 (6), which may very well
be related to the period of the innermost stable orbit of the
accretion disk. The Kerr metric fixes this period as a function of
mass and spin of the black hole. Because the maximum temperature
of the innermost disk, as discernable from x-ray spectroscopy, is also
thought to be just a function of black hole mass and spin, detailed
x-ray observations can be used to determine both the mass AND
spin of a black hole (7).
A small fraction of black hole binaries also eject matter at
relativistic speeds into two opposite jets that are observable in
the radio band as knots moving apart at superluminal speed.
Actually, GRS 1915 ⫹ 105 is the most famous representative of
this class of object, called microquasars (8). Simultaneous observations of these microquasars in the x-ray, optical兾IR, and
radio band have for the first time revealed a relation between
accretion disk instabilities and jet ejections (9, 10). Theorists now
face the challenge of modeling the highly dynamical processes of
nonsteady accretion and jet formation, acceleration, and collimation, with all of the complications of three-dimensional
magnetohydrodynamics and general relativity.
Numerical Simulations. Another example in which the full Einstein

equations have to be solved in the highly dynamic and nonlinear
regime is the collision and merger of two black holes. In fact,
although single black holes are comparatively simple exact
solutions of the Einstein equations, the two-body problem of
general relativity for black holes, or neutron stars, is unsolved.
As opposed to Newtonian theory, where the Kepler ellipses
provide an astrophysically relevant example for the analytic
solution of the two-body problem, in Einsteinian gravity there
are no corresponding exact solutions. The failure of Einstein’s
theory to lead to stable orbits is due to the fact that, in general,
two orbiting bodies will emit gravitational waves that carry away
energy and momentum from the system, leading to an inspiral.
Of course, this ‘‘leak’’ is not considered detrimental. It is
expected that gravitational wave astronomy will open a new
window onto the universe (11), and binary black hole mergers
are considered to be among the most likely candidates for first
detection.
Numerical relativity is only now approaching a state where the
evolution of rather general three-dimensional data sets can be
simulated on a computer to solve the Einstein equations (see, e.g.,
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Fig. 2. The evolution of the apparent horizon during a grazing black hole
collision. Initially there are two separate horizons, which, during the merger,
become enclosed by a third one. The coloring represents the curvature of the
surface. The black holes appear to grow, because numerical grid points are
falling toward and into the black hole.

ref. 12). After early computations for the axisymmetric head-on
collision of two black holes in the 1970s, it was in 1995 that, for the
first time, spherically symmetric data for a single Schwarzschild
black hole was evolved with a three-dimensional computer code
(13). The first fully three-dimensional binary black hole evolutions,
the grazing collision of nearby spinning and moving black holes, is
reported in ref. 14. Fig. 2 shows a visualization of such a black hole
merger [M. Alcubierre, W. Benger, B. Brügmann, G. Lanfermann,
L. Nerger, E. Seidel & R. Takahashi, R. http:兾兾jean-luc.
aei.mpg.de兾Press兾BH1999兾]. These simulations are still severely
limited in achievable evolution time (300 s for a final black hole
of 10 solar masses), i.e., one can evolve through the very last
moments of the inspiral when the two black holes merge, but
even a single full orbit is not yet possible. Concretely, the
computer code crashes when the space–time distortion becomes
too severe. The recent computer simulations not only reflect an
increase in raw computer power but also are due to theoretical
work on how to construct good coordinates dynamically to deal
with strong and even singular gravitational fields, and a new way
to compute black hole initial data was developed. Work is in
progress to obtain at least one orbit and to compute the
gravitational waves generated in a black hole merger.
In conclusion, we believe that black hole physics will be a very
dynamic field in the coming years.
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